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Introduction to the Certification Program 
 

Welcome to the Orthrus EU AI Act Compliance Certification program, your key to mastering AI system 

identification, risk classification, risk reporting, and post-market monitoring in accordance with the EU 

AI Act. This program equips you with the expertise required to navigate the complexities of AI 

compliance. 

Summary of Each Section: 
Our program consists of comprehensive sections: 

• Foundational Training: Covers Orthrus basics. 

• Advanced Training: Delves deeper into Orthrus features. 

• Practical Application: Offers hands-on experience. 

• Assessment: Validates your proficiency. 

• Capstone Project: Demonstrates practical application. 

Suitable Users of the Certification Program: 
This program is ideal for professionals in roles requiring compliance with the EU AI Act, including AI 

system users, compliance officers, and regulatory professionals. 

Why the Certification Program is Needed: 
The EU AI Act imposes strict compliance requirements. This program ensures you have the skills to meet 

these demands and establishes your credibility as an AI compliance expert. 

How the Certification Program Can Be Used: 
Upon certification, you can apply your expertise to help organizations comply with the EU AI Act, or you 

can differentiate yourself in the job market, enhancing your career prospects. 

What the Certification Program Is: 
It's a rigorous program that equips you with proficiency in Orthrus for AI system identification, risk 

classification, risk reporting, and post-market monitoring in compliance with the EU AI Act. 

When the Certification Program is Needed: 
In the face of increasing regulatory scrutiny, the program is essential for professionals aiming to stay 

compliant and for organizations seeking expert AI compliance assistance. 

Where the Certification Program Can Be Used: 
This certification is applicable worldwide, as organizations worldwide must adhere to the EU AI Act 

when dealing with AI systems used within the European Union. 

How the Certification Program Can Be Used: 
Certified professionals can apply their expertise within their organizations, in consultancy roles, or as 

independent experts in AI compliance, ensuring adherence to the EU AI Act. This certification also helps 

in career advancement and networking opportunities with fellow experts. 
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Overview 
 

The Orthrus EU AI Act Compliance Certification program is your gateway to mastery in navigating the 

complex regulatory landscape defined by the EU AI Act. Our program has been meticulously crafted to 

arm professionals with the knowledge and skills required for ensuring compliance in the realm of 

artificial intelligence. 

In this certification program, we will guide you through the intricacies of Orthrus, empowering you to 

identify AI systems, perform risk classification, generate risk reports, and conduct post-market 

monitoring, all in strict adherence to the EU AI Act. This certification serves as a testament to your 

competence and expertise in AI compliance under this crucial legislation. 

Program Components 
 

Our certification program is structured to provide a comprehensive learning experience, comprising the 

following key components: 

• Foundational Training: This initial phase covers the basics. The User Manual introduces you to 

Orthrus, while the Compliance Handbook ensures you understand the essential regulatory 

requirements and Orthrus's role in achieving compliance. 

• Advanced Training: In this phase, we delve deeper. Video Tutorials offer visual insights into 

Orthrus's features, and our Webinars provide in-depth knowledge with interactive sessions to 

address your questions. 

• Practical Application: Hands-on learning is crucial. Interactive Workshops allow you to practice 

real-world compliance scenarios under the guidance of experts. Mock Scenarios offer 

simulated challenges to enhance your skills. 

• Assessment: Evaluation is key to certification. Our comprehensive Certification Assessment 

validates your proficiency in AI system identification, risk classification, risk reporting, and post-

market monitoring using Orthrus. 

• Capstone Project: Practical application is demonstrated through the AI Compliance Project, 

where you'll solve real-world compliance challenges with Orthrus. Experts will assess your 

project. 
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Certification Levels 
 

Upon successful completion of the program, you can attain one of the following certification levels: 

• Orthrus EU AI Act Compliance Associate: Entry-level certification demonstrating your ability to 

effectively use Orthrus for AI system identification and basic risk classification. 

• Orthrus EU AI Act Compliance Professional: For those who excel in the program, this advanced 

certification signifies a deeper understanding of Orthrus, including advanced risk classification 

and risk reporting. 

• Orthrus EU AI Act Compliance Expert: The highest certification level, awarded to individuals 

exhibiting exceptional proficiency in Orthrus for comprehensive compliance under the EU AI 

Act. 
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Benefits of Certification 
 

Becoming certified under the Orthrus EU AI Act Compliance program offers numerous benefits: 

• Regulatory Compliance Expertise: Achieve mastery in AI compliance under the EU AI Act using 

Orthrus. 

• Career Advancement: Stand out in the job market and create opportunities for career 

progression. 

• Compliance Assurance: Ensure you are well-prepared to navigate the intricate landscape of AI 

regulation. 

• Credibility: Enhance your professional credibility with a formal certification. 

• Networking: Join a community of certified professionals for knowledge sharing and 

collaborative opportunities. 

 

Program Support 
 

Throughout your certification journey, our dedicated Support Desk is available to address any questions 

or challenges you may encounter. Our online Knowledge Base serves as a valuable reference library, 

and expert guidance is readily accessible to support your learning process. We are committed to your 

success and are here to assist you at every step. 
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